Product Code:
BIGSKYT3X3GP

BIG SKY TOWER 3FT (NON-BACKLIT)
Product Features
The Big Sky Tower is part of the Resort Extrusion family—aluminum frames
for Silicone-Edge Graphics (SEG). Custom-made on the premises, Big Sky
Tower comes in varied sizes. Big Sky Tower accepts four individual custom
fabric graphics, excluding top and bottom. Insert graphics after frame is
constructed by tilting it on its side. Transversely, push corners of graphic
into the frame’s recessed groove. Then, starting midway on the frame going
toward the corners, continue pushing in the straight edges of the graphic.
Repeat three times. Backlit option is available.
Display Dimension
Graphic Size

3’ x 3’ x 8’
36.5” x 98” (including 1” bleed around
perimeter)

Graphic Material
Deco Fabric

Graphic Finishing
Build design to the size you wish and add an inch bleed all around. The
graphic will be printed on Deco Fabric. Silicone beading will be sewn to the
edge of the graphic for graphic installation. The silicone beading will not be
visible once the graphic is installed into the frame.

Construction
Aluminum Extrusion Frame

Plastic Corner Caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 26 lbs
Shipping Dimensions 97” x 7” x 10”

Package Includes
(4) Vertical Extrusion pieces

(1) Tool

(8) Horizontal Extrusion pieces

Warranty
Lifetime on frame

1 year on graphic

Graphic Specification
36.5” x 98” (including 1” bleed around perimeter)
me is 3 business days for up to 2 sets
Graphic Turnaround Time

Product Code:
BIGSKYT4X4GP

BIG SKY TOWER 4FT (NON-BACKLIT)
Product Features
The Big Sky Tower is part of the Resort Extrusion family—aluminum frames
for Silicone-Edge Graphics (SEG). Custom-made on the premises, Big Sky
Tower comes in varied sizes. Big Sky Tower accepts four individual custom
fabric graphics, excluding top and bottom. Insert graphics after frame is
constructed by tilting it on its side. Transversely, push corners of graphic
into the frame’s recessed groove. Then, starting midway on the frame going
toward the corners, continue pushing in the straight edges of the graphic.
Repeat three times. Backlit option is available.
Display Dimension
Graphic Size

4’ x 4’ x 8’
48.5” x 98” (including 1” bleed around
perimeter)

Graphic Material
Deco Fabric

Graphic Finishing
Build design to the size you wish and add an inch bleed all around. The
graphic will be printed on Deco Fabric. Silicone beading will be sewn to the
edge of the graphic for graphic installation. The silicone beading will not be
visible once the graphic is installed into the frame.

Construction
Aluminum Extrusion Frame

Plastic Corner Caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 32 lbs
Shipping Dimensions 97” x 7” x 10”

Package Includes
(4) Vertical Extrusion pieces

(1) Tool

(8) Horizontal Extrusion pieces

Warranty
Lifetime on frame

1 year on graphic

Graphic Specification
48.5” x 98” (including 1” bleed around perimeter)
me is 3 business days for up to 2 sets
Graphic Turnaround Time

Product Code:
BIGSKYT4X4GP

BIG SKY TOWER 5FT (NON-BACKLIT)
Product Features
The Big Sky Tower is part of the Resort Extrusion family—aluminum frames
for Silicone-Edge Graphics (SEG). Custom-made on the premises, Big Sky
Tower comes in varied sizes. Big Sky Tower accepts four individual custom
fabric graphics, excluding top and bottom. Insert graphics after frame is
constructed by tilting it on its side. Transversely, push corners of graphic
into the frame’s recessed groove. Then, starting midway on the frame going
toward the corners, continue pushing in the straight edges of the graphic.
Repeat three times. Backlit option is available.
Display Dimension
Graphic Size

5’ x 5’ x 8’
60.5” x 98” (including 1” bleed around
perimeter)

Graphic Material
Deco Fabric

Graphic Finishing
Build design to the size you wish and add an inch bleed all around. The
graphic will be printed on Deco Fabric. Silicone beading will be sewn to the
edge of the graphic for graphic installation. The silicone beading will not be
visible once the graphic is installed into the frame.

Construction
Aluminum Extrusion Frame

Plastic Corner Caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 40 lbs
Shipping Dimensions 97” x 7” x 10”

Package Includes
(4) Vertical Extrusion pieces

(1) Tool

(8) Horizontal Extrusion pieces

Warranty
Lifetime on frame

1 year on graphic

Graphic Specification
60.5” x 98” (including 1” bleed around perimeter)
me is 3 business days for up to 2 sets
Graphic Turnaround Time

Product Code:
BIGSKYTRIT2X2

BIG SKY TRIANGLE 2FT (BACKLIT)
Product Features
Big Sky Triangle is a double-sided extrusion with a profile width of 36mm
(1.42 in.). Very similar to the BigSky-32D and BigSky-60D, Big Sky Triangle
creates three-sided counters, podiums and towers in varied sizes. Big Sky
Triangle accepts three individual custom fabric graphics, excluding top and
bottom. An inside corner extrusion can be added to make more complex
shapes. You can add-on an acrylic countertop to convert the structure into
a podium or counter display. LED lighting options are available to backlight
your counter or tower to help your message really stand out.
Display Dimension 2’ x 2’ x 8’
Graphic Size

24” x 97”

Graphic Material
UV Backlit Fabric

Graphic Finishing
The graphic will be printed on UV Backlit Fabric. Silicone beading will be
sewn to the edge of the graphic for graphic installation. The silicone beading will not be visible once the graphic is installed into the frame.

Construction
Aluminum Extrusion Frame

Plastic Corner Caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 22 lbs
Shipping Dimensions 6” x 6” x 96”

Package Includes
(3) Vertical Extrusion pieces

(1) Tool

(6) Horizontal Extrusion pieces

(6) LED strips

(1) Transformer

Warranty
1 year on frame

1 year on graphic

Graphic Turnaround Time is 3 business days for up to 2 sets

Product Code:
BIGSKYTRIT3X3

BIG SKY TRIANGLE 3FT (BACKLIT)
Product Features
Big Sky Triangle is a double-sided extrusion with a profile width of 36mm
(1.42 in.). Very similar to the BigSky-32D and BigSky-60D, Big Sky Triangle
creates three-sided counters, podiums and towers in varied sizes. Big Sky
Triangle accepts three individual custom fabric graphics, excluding top and
bottom. An inside corner extrusion can be added to make more complex
shapes. You can add-on an acrylic countertop to convert the structure into
a podium or counter display. LED lighting options are available to backlight
your counter or tower to help your message really stand out.
Display Dimension 3’ x 3’ x 8’
Graphic Size

36” x 97”

Graphic Material
UV Backlit Fabric

Graphic Finishing
The graphic will be printed on UV Backlit Fabric. Silicone beading will be
sewn to the edge of the graphic for graphic installation. The silicone beading will not be visible once the graphic is installed into the frame.

Construction
Aluminum Extrusion Frame

Plastic Corner Caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 22 lbs
Shipping Dimensions 6” x 6” x 96”

Package Includes
(3) Vertical Extrusion pieces

(1) Tool

(6) Horizontal Extrusion pieces

(6) LED strips

(1) Transformer

Warranty
1 year on frame

1 year on graphic

Graphic Turnaround Time is 3 business days for up to 2 sets

Product Code:
BIGSKYTRIT4X4

BIG SKY TRIANGLE 4FT (BACKLIT)
Product Features
Big Sky Triangle is a double-sided extrusion with a profile width of 36mm
(1.42 in.). Very similar to the BigSky-32D and BigSky-60D, Big Sky Triangle
creates three-sided counters, podiums and towers in varied sizes. Big Sky
Triangle accepts three individual custom fabric graphics, excluding top and
bottom. An inside corner extrusion can be added to make more complex
shapes. You can add-on an acrylic countertop to convert the structure into
a podium or counter display. LED lighting options are available to backlight
your counter or tower to help your message really stand out.
Display Dimension 4’ x 4’ x 8’
Graphic Size

49” x 97”

Graphic Material
UV Backlit Fabric

Graphic Finishing
The graphic will be printed on UV Backlit Fabric. Silicone beading will be
sewn to the edge of the graphic for graphic installation. The silicone beading will not be visible once the graphic is installed into the frame.

Construction
Aluminum Extrusion Frame

Plastic Corner Caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 22 lbs
Shipping Dimensions 6” x 6” x 96”

Package Includes
(3) Vertical Extrusion pieces

(1) Tool

(6) Horizontal Extrusion pieces

(6) LED strips

(1) Transformer

Warranty
1 year on frame

1 year on graphic

Graphic Turnaround Time is 3 business days for up to 2 sets

Product Code:
BIGSKYTRIT 5X5

BIG SKY TRIANGLE 5FT (BACKLIT)
Product Features
Big Sky Triangle is a double-sided extrusion with a profile width of 36mm
(1.42 in.). Very similar to the BigSky-32D and BigSky-60D, Big Sky Triangle
creates three-sided counters, podiums and towers in varied sizes. Big Sky
Triangle accepts three individual custom fabric graphics, excluding top and
bottom. An inside corner extrusion can be added to make more complex
shapes. You can add-on an acrylic countertop to convert the structure into
a podium or counter display. LED lighting options are available to backlight
your counter or tower to help your message really stand out.
Display Dimension 5’ x 5’ x 8’
Graphic Size

61” x 97”

Graphic Material
UV Backlit Fabric

Graphic Finishing
The graphic will be printed on UV Backlit Fabric. Silicone beading will be
sewn to the edge of the graphic for graphic installation. The silicone beading will not be visible once the graphic is installed into the frame.

Construction
Aluminum Extrusion Frame

Plastic Corner Caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 28 lbs
Shipping Dimensions 6” x 6” x 96”

Package Includes
(3) Vertical Extrusion pieces

(1) Tool

(6) Horizontal Extrusion pieces

(6) LED strips

(1) Transformer

Warranty
1 year on frame

1 year on graphic

Graphic Turnaround Time is 3 business days for up to 2 sets

